
Project 2: Walker ME84 Spring 2018 
Work on Project (in-class) on Thursday, January 25th, 2018 
Documentation (description, images, video, code, etc) due to website by Wed (1/31) at 9pm 
 
Project Description: Robotic motion, and specifically locomotion, is a crucial part of how             
robotics systems get around. While many of the systems employ “direct drive” mechanisms             
(connecting wheels to motors via axles, perhaps including gears), this project explores            
alternative methods of movement without wheels. Specifically, you are challenged to create a             
robotic walker using the LEGO MINDSTORMS robotics set. 
 
Hardware Details: You will use your LEGO MINDSTORMS kit for the base construction of the               
walker. The majority of the build, and all the technical functionality (what makes it “walk”) should                
be made of LEGO-based components provided via the kit. (You are, however, welcome to              
“decorate” your walker with additional materials for purely aesthetic reasons; these can not be              
used for balance, support, locomotion, etc. And this part is not required; just for creative fun.) 
 
Software Details: Using Python you should create a simple program for driving the motor(s) of               
your walker. This project is a hardware exploration and not a programming assignment and thus               
your code is not expected to be complex. However, do use a variable at the top of your program                   
to control the “speed” of the motors; and experiment with how your walker reacts to different                
speeds (forward, backward, and slow and fast). Your documentation should demonstrate these. 
 
Grading Rubric: 
Document your robot (write up a description, take a short video [no longer than two minutes]                
explaining the construction and demonstrating the movement (forward, backward, slow, fast),           
include images of overall structure and connection of sensors/etc, and include all your code). If               
you were inspired by external resource(s), please provide credit (links, etc). Submit your             
documentation to the class website by Wednesday (1/31) at 9pm. 
 
Total: 10 points 
Robot Construction (2 points): 

● Did it adhere to specifications? Does it appear stable/well built? 
Walking Mechanism (2 points): 

● Does the Walker “walk”? Is it able to traverse and stay stable in its walking motion? 
Code (2 points): 

● Is the program proper and complete code submitted? Does it use a variable for speed? 
● Is code readable? Is it commented? 

Documentation (4 points): 
● Is the write-up complete and accurately describe the work? 
● Are the pictures clear, appropriate, and capture the different components? 
● Does the video document the project, and is clear, clean, and also concise. 
● And is camera held horizontal?!? (One point deduction for vertical cameras!) 

 


